
New product applications
Digital phase-angle voltmeter boasts -
accuracy greater than comparable analog units

The digital techniques used in the that determine angle 6 from analog volt-
Model 225 phase-angle voltmeter provide age values for V sin f and V cos f.
readings accurate to 0.1 percent of the The instrument handles a maximum
voltage and 0.250 of the phase angle. input voltage of 500 volts rms, with inter-
Comparable analog instruments provide 2 mediate ranges down to 10 mV full scale.
percent voltage accuracy and 10 phase- An optionally available autorange circuit
angle accuracy. can be selected by front-panel push-but-l

Said by its manufacturer to be the in- tons, or remotely under digital control.
dustry's first all-digital unit, the instru- The autorange circuit provides correct
ment features a 41/2-digit display, remote decimal point positioning. Another option- [11 The instrument handles a maximum
BCD and analog outputs, and facilities for ally available feature is the front-panel input voltage of 500 volts rms.
local or remote programming. The unit is reference control, which introduces a
especially suitable for digitally controlled variable 00 through ±45' offset into the
checkout systems, as well as a high-ac- reference channel, to compensate exter- temperature sensitivity. Instead, phase
curacy and versatile bench instrument. nal phase shifts. Further options include angle is computed from separate mea-

Phase-angle voltmeters are used for fixed-frequency (transformer) and wide- surements of V cos 6 and V sin 6.
resolving an ac signal into its basic com- band (solid state) input signal isolating Model 225 lists singly from $3450, de-
ponents: total voltage (like an ordinary ac circuits, which reduce common mode pending upon optional extras. A lower-
voltmeter), fundamental voltage (harmon- and ground loop errors. priced version, Model 220, listing singly
ics and noise removed), in-phase voltage, Analog phase-angle voltmeters mea- from $2950, does not provide autorange,
quadrature voltage, and phase angle. The sure phase angle by introducing a vari- digital output, and phase-angle measure-
last three signal components are mea- able phase shift into the reference chan- ments, but is designed primarily as a low-
sured with respect to an arbitrary, but co- nel and adjusting this phase shift to maxi- cost single-frequency instrument for auto-
herent, reference voltage. These instru- mize the signal component V cos 6. The matic test equipment applications.
ments are used in the design and testing amount of phase shift introduced then de- Complete information is available from
of components and instruments that are fines phase angle. However, the digital North Atlantic Industries, Inc., Terminal
powered by, or process, ac signals. Some instrument eliminates the adjustable Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
examples are calibration of filters, preci- phase shifter, with its linearity errors and Circle No. 31 on Reader Service Card
sion transformers, ac amplifiers, servos,
resolver/synchro control systems, and
carrier-operated sensing transducers and [21 Accuracies of 0.1 percent of voltage and 0.25° of phase angle are obtainable.
systems. In the avionics field, phase-
angle voltmeters are widely used to cali-
brate flight control, navigation, compass, V Cos Total

and fire-control systems.
Model 225 measures total voltage over inptit n e

a range of 10 Hz to 100 kHz, and pro- Analog

vides phase-sensitive voltage and phase- trang rcuit
angle measurements at any two (option- _ 1
ally four) spot frequencies within the Matched s n t)
30-Hz to 30-kHz band. When operating in Fundamental 2 polefilters Ref~ 90
the phase-sensitive mode, the unit pro- mode

vides 0.1 percent voltage measuring ac- Digital
curacy and 0.25° phase-angle accuracy Ref AGC

d

at mid-band frequencies (around 400 fdB locke
Hz), and accommodates spot-frequency Phasesensitivemode Fixed
variations to +5 percent. Phase angle is (inphase quadrature and amplitude Digital output

measured by internal computation circuits phase angle) ret Offset control

Sample and hold amplifier allows an operating range of 0°C to 700C, with

user to select acquisition time and droo ,- a maximum droop rate of 0.1 mV/ms
over the entire range. A companion unit,

Model SHC23 sample and hold ampli- connected, the output may be held more model SHC23ET operates over a tempera-
fier requires the user to add an external than 15 minutes with less than 1 percent ture range of -55°C to +125°C. Prices
storage capacitor, which permits him to error. The manufacturer guarantees the in 1-9 quantities are $45 for the SHC23
tailor its characteristics to fit his needs. total unadjustable error (dynamic non- and $85 for the SHC23ET.
For example, a 0.005 uF capacitor will linearity) to be less than 0.01 percent. For further technical information, con-
provide an acquisition time accurate to The unit is suited for use in data ac- tact Ron Gadway, Marketing Engineer at
0.01 percent of about 25 gs. Hold time quisition systems, analog delay circuits. Burr-Brown Research Corp.. Internation-
is determined in the same way, so that a pulse amplitude modulation circuits. and al Airport Industrial Park, Tucson, Ariz.
0.1 ,F capacitor will permit the output waveform amplitude measurement. 85706.
to be held 10 seconds with less than 0.1 The sample and hold amplifier is housed
percent error. If a 1 uF capacitor is in a TO-8 package and is available with Circle No. 32 on Reader Service Card
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